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One of the names given to the Messiah prophetically in Isaiah 9:6 (MT 9:5) is íBìLÈÎøNÇ,
“Prince of Peace.”1 The term affixes purpose regarding peace to the ministry of the Messiah and
through His authority (John 4:34; 17:4; Rom 5:1). Jesus declared that the manner in which he
brings peace is distinct from that of humanity, saying in John 14:27: “Peace I leave with you; My
peace I give to you; not as the world gives do I give to you.” It follows that all aspects related to
peace will be shaped by this distinction. This paper seeks to establish the parameters associated
with one peace-related dichotomy, namely that of reconciliation, and will show that reconciliation
exists both as the world gives and as given by Jesus, and has relevance in the Holy Land.
THE MEANING OF RECONCILIATION
The primary Greek term in verbal form translated as “reconcile” is καταλλáσσω.2 It is
generally used in circumstances with parties involved in some form of dispute, where “enmity is
exchanged for peaceful relations.”3 Louw and Nida define καταλλáσσω as “to reestablish proper
friendly interpersonal relations after these have been disrupted or broken.”4
Reconciliation in extra-biblical literature
καταλλáσσω is used in classical Greek literature in both secular and religious contexts,
including the way that regional disputes were settled,5 the exchange of equal amounts of money
through mediation,6 a rebellious nobleman acquiescing and becoming friends again with a king,7
and in Greek tragedies with reference to ridding one’s anger with the gods.8
Both Josephus9 and rabbinic sources10 treat the concept in a similar fashion to their
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Hellenic counterparts. When considered in their totality, extra-biblical sources provide us with a
depiction of secular reconciliation, or reconciliation as the world gives. These references
consistently convey the following characteristics:
•

The initiator is usually the offending party seeking to appease the offended party.

•

The means is based on justice and equity.

•

The extent is unidirectionallimited to the parties of the dispute.

•

The result is a change from enmity to peaceful relations that may or may not endure.

Reconciliation in the Old Testament
The language of the Old Testament lacks a term equivalent to καταλλáσσω, although
some English versions use “reconcile” or “reconciliation” to translate Hebrew words that are
normally rendered in a different manner. 11 The Old Testament does contain stories depicting
some elements of reconciliation, despite lacking the use of grammatically-precise terminology.
The most prominent account involves the estranged brothers Jacob and Esau coming together,
along with the contribution of assets by Jacob (Gen 32-33).12 In the LXX καταλλáσσω is used
only once in the Hebrew canon in Jeremiah 31:39 (MT 48:39) and is generally considered to be a
tenuous translation.13
Altogether there is no term in the Old Testament that corresponds with significance to the
meaning inherent in the way that Paul uses καταλλáσσω in the New Testament. The reason for
this absence can be characterized as a function of incapability.14 The Law was incapable of
reconciling humanity to God (cf. Rom 3:20, 28; Gal 2:16; 3:11) and the Old Testament authors
could not write about a means of reconciliation that was not yet evident. It is only after the death
of Christ that a writer such as Paul, writing in Koine Greek, could describe the nature of godly
reconciliation.
THE BIBLICAL USE OF RECONCILIATION
The use of καταλλáσσω in Scripture is exclusive to Paul in five of his epistles.15 He
maintains the fundamental meaning of exchanging enmity for friendship, while refocusing the
actions of the initiating agent and deepening the nature of the friendship. In Romans 5:10 he
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writes, “For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son,
much more, having been reconciled, we shall be saved by His life.”
Here we have a picture of people being enemies with God because of sin. That status is
changed to peace and exultation (vv. 1, 11) by virtue of justification being given by God through
the death of Christ on the cross (v. 9). Paul’s use of καταλλáσσω here deviates from secular
reconciliation in a very important way. Unlike the offender taking the initiative in bringing
about the elimination of the enmity, the reverse is trueGod, as the offended one, takes the
initiative, “while we were yet sinners” (v. 8), in parallel with God initiating reconciliation “while
we were enemies.” As D.A. Carson states, “He is the judge, yet he is always the most offended
party.”16
When we consider 2 Corinthians 5:18 we see the same sense of people being reconciled
to God and of God as the initiator: “Now all these things are from God, who reconciled us to
Himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation.” In his discussion on this
passage, Christoph Schwöbel calls this “a sharp emphasis on God as the sole author of
reconciliation.”17
In Colossians 1:19-20 Paul employs an intensified form of the verb, ποκαταλλáσσω,
which has the sense of “reconciling completely.” He writes, “For it was the Father's good
pleasure for all the fullness to dwell in Him, and through Him to reconcile all things to Himself,
having made peace through the blood of His cross; through Him, I say, whether things on earth
or things in heaven.” Here Paul expresses a corollary aspect of reconciliation with God being
extended to τ πáντα (“all things”). This phrase is consistent with the eschatological redemption
awaiting Creation after the Fall (Rom 8:22; cf Gen 3:17-19) and, according to F. F. Bruce, a
“totality is intended in reconciliation” through Christ.18 This would, by its broad scope, allow for
the restoration of broken relationships among fallen humanity in the interim.19
The same thrust is found in Ephesians 2:13-16, although in this passage Paul gives
specificity to the reconciling of “all things” by adding the dimension of interpersonal
reconciliation:
But now in Christ Jesus you who formerly were far off have been brought near by the blood of
Christ. For He Himself is our peace, who made both groups into one and broke down the
barrier of the dividing wall, by abolishing in His flesh the enmity, which is the Law of
commandments contained in ordinances, so that in Himself He might make the two into one
new man, thus establishing peace, and might reconcile them both in one body to God through
the cross, by it having put to death the enmity.

The text directly states that Jesus is our peace and descriptively states he is our
reconciliation by virtue of breaking down the “barrier of the dividing wall” and eliminating
enmity (v. 14). The subject of the barrier is said by some commentators to refer to the physical
wall that separated Jewish and Gentile courts of the temple, while others refer to the rabbinic
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“wall” or “fence” around the Torah that excluded Gentiles.20 What is certain, however, is that at
the time of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, a state of enmity existed between Jews and Gentiles
related to the Law that kept them separated. It is the power of the cross that breaks this division
because the enmity inherent in the Law has been eliminated. The ultimate result of our
reconciliation to God is the formation of an entirely new identity for redeemed humanity,
expressed by the phrase, “one new man.” This new identity is consistent with the meaning of
καταλλáσσω being a change from hostility to a friendly relationship.
Based its usage in Scripture, biblical reconciliationand thus reconciliation as Jesus
givesbears these characteristics:
•

The initiator is not the offender (humanity), but the one who is offended (God).

•

The means is forgiveness of sin through Christ’s death on the cross.

•

The extent is bidirectionala concurrent process vertically with God and horizontally with
other people.

•

The result is a change from hostility to peaceful relations with both God and people that
endures. This result is further enhanced by the removal of the barrier between humanity
and a holy God, justification through Christ’s imputed righteousness, and provision of the
means for breaking down barriers separating people.

An examination of the broader context of these chapters establishes the central role of
forgiveness in this ministry (2 Cor 5:19; Col 1:14) and the advancement of reconciliation by the
proclamation of the gospel (2 Cor 5:20; Eph 2:17; Col 1:5, 23-28). Altogether, biblical
reconciliation can be characterized as a gospel-centered transformation. Noticeably absent in
Paul’s discourse is any mention of the issue of social justice.21 Its absence does not negate its
importance in the totality of human interaction, but it does not place the role of justice at the core
of biblical reconciliation. We have a clear distinction, then, of the nature of reconciliation as the
world gives and as Jesus gives. Neil Anderson affirms this distinction in this way:
We must be reconciled to God before we can be reconciled to others, because the ministry of
reconciliation is a supernatural ministry. That is what sets the ministry of reconciliation apart
from conflict management, peace-keeping and secular attempts of conciliation. The latter may
be helpful for facilitating coexistence and may even set the stage for further ministry, but they
fall far short of true reconciliation.22

For Paul, the reconciliation between people is not directly sought, but is a beneficial
byproduct of the reconciliation established between people and God. So we can draw parallels
between the two dimensions, with the vertical aspect serving as the perfected model for the
horizontal. This is the essence of the “ministry of reconciliation.”
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THE NEED FOR RECONCILIATION IN OUR PRESENT DAY
The need for reconciliation is often expressed in the context of Palestinians and Israelis.
Lisa Loden, a Messianic Jewish believer who brings considerable experience and a balanced
approach to the discussion, calls the family of God in the region, “wounded and broken.” 23 She
acknowledges:
There is agreement between all parties that the conflict has affected the entire population. On
the Palestinian side, large numbers have been displaced, land has been confiscated, families
have been separated and homes have been demolished. On the Israeli side, the threat, as well as
the actuality, of random acts of terrorism has traumatized the entire population.24

Perception of the identity of the offender and the offended most often are a function of
which side a person is on. Israelis point to bombed municipal buses and Palestinians point to the
separation wall as symbols of the victimization of their own communities. Salim Munayer, who
leads the ministry of Musalaha,25 observes, “Palestinians and Israelis often see one another as the
enemy, and not as a people with lives and families. . . . A victimization mentality blinds one group
to the suffering of the other.”26
Some voices can be heard among Orthodox Israelis equating Palestinians to the biblical
Amalekites and thus subject to God’s invectives against them (Exod 17:16; Deut 25:19) and
justifying their harsh treatment.27 At the same time, the recurrent Palestinian refrain is that the
occupation is to blame for the entire conflict, 28 without mention of sources within their greater
society working toward the destruction of Israel. Elias Chacour epitomizes this position by
saying, “Yes, we know the evil is not in our resistance but in the ongoing occupation of more and
more of our homelands.”29
Israelis and Palestinians have respective narratives that establish blame for the conflict.30
With the land claimed by both sides, theological justifications have become a key point of
contention. Much of the dispute has been directed against Christian Zionism. Naim Ateek, the
founder of the Palestinian advocacy organization Sabeel, calls Christian Zionism “a biblical and
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political menace to justice and peace” and a “heretical teaching.”31 His position is derived from a
hermeneutic that is gaining traction in the region, echoing Marcionism in which much of the Old
Testament is considered to be irrelevant and racist.32 The debate has even expanded beyond
theology to genetics as a means of delegitimizing the right of Israelis to the land.33
This difference of views, exacerbated by the polemical approach of liberation
theologians, has led to a sense of indifference among Messianic Jews toward comprehensive
reconciliation beyond their borders. This indifference is intensified by the situation of Messianic
Jews within Israeli society. As Richard Harvey observes, “Their loyalty to the Jewish people and
the State of Israel is already under suspicion because they believe in Yeshua as Messiah.”34 As a
result, “a Messianic Jewish theology of reconciliation has yet to be written.”35 Palestinian
Christians face similar threats. With criticism and risks abounding from all sides, clearly the need
for reconciliation between these groups is very acute today.
MODELS OF RECONCILIATION
Justice as the basis for reconciliation
The Palestinian path to reconciliation is a resolute cry for justice. Lutheran pastor from
Bethlehem, Mitri Raheb, says that the most important need within the conflict is “justice, nothing
but justice.”36 In a similar fashion, Ateek takes the position that the realization of justice must
precede reconciliation and forgiveness.37 In his non-negotiable formula, “Israel must admit that it
has committed an injustice against the Palestinian people” as the first step toward peace and that
“Justice alone guarantees a peace that will lead to reconciliation.”38
Within Arab culture, justice is considered not only a social need, but meeting a deeper
felt need for vindication.39 Reconciliation structures in this context reflect this emphasis. One
such structure is called sulha, which predates the onset of Islam, but is permissible within
Islamic sharia law and is authorized by the Quran,40 while also having an influence in Arab
31
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Christian settings. Based on the root sulh, meaning “the act of settlement,” sulha refers to the
ritualistic process of resolving conflict as a means of preempting vengeance while allowing the
saving of face. Subsequent to an offending act, the process of sulha follows a series of steps that
entail mediation, confession of guilt, renouncing retaliation, the payment of compensation, and
forgiveness in a ceremonial fashion.41
At the core of sulha is the exchange of money or goods as “just compensation.”42 The
process also facilitates the restoration of honor for the offended family. Since 1948, there has
been only one documented sulha between Arabs and Jews.43 But the principles of sulha are still
evident among calls for reconciliation by Palestinian Christians in a more general sense.
There is some nascent interest in sulha-oriented reconciliation among Israeli Jews.44 This
interest may be an extension of tikkun olam, a core concept of Judaism meaning “repairing the
world.” Tikkun olam is expressed within the Jewish culture (with or without religious overtones)
as participation in charitable causes and social welfare programs.45
Another manifestation of the fervent desire for justice among Palestinians is the pursuit
of what is known as the BDS movement. It is an attempt to pressure Israel through economic
boycotts, divestment and sanctions to capitulate to their demands. “Kairos Palestine” is a
document drafted by Palestinian clergy and promoted by the World Council of Churches that
formalizes their support of such methods.46
The question becomes, how does Scripture address this emphasis on justice? An assessment
of the justice-based model of reconciliation shows that it is limited for the following reasons:
The demand for justice is prone to unbiblical approaches
Structures based on justice like sulha correspond to reconciliation as the world gives in
terms of the initiator (the offender), the means (justice by virtue of compensation), and the
exclusion of the atonement of Christ in the process. It is driven not just by a demand for justice
and obligatory forgiveness, but by the fear of vengeance and retribution.
When Jesus referred to “peace as the world gives,” the world was not just a place where
41
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42
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nations amicably practiced reconciliation, but they sought to impose their will forcefully. The
peace of the world in Jesus’ day was dominated by Pax Romana, which insisted on suppressing
enmity by forcing opposition to submit. The enmity, however, would merely go underground and
remain unresolved.47 In contemporary vernacular, it was the ultimate form of bullying. The BDS
movement may be more genteel than Pax Romana, but forcing others to submit to your will
through boycotts, divestment, and sanctions is nevertheless a manifestation of bullying that is
inconsistent with the teaching of Jesus in the way of solving the problem of enmity.48
No group is completely and exclusively innocent
The Proverb “every man’s way is right in his own eyes” (Prov 21:2; cf. Deut 12:8; Judg
17:6) is apparent in circumstances of conflict, where groups tend to think of themselves as
wholly innocent and others are wholly at fault. Miroslav Volf, takes the stand that no one is
innocent in such settings:
Especially after conflicts have been going on for some time, each party sees itself as the victim
and perceives its rival as the perpetrator, and has good reasons for reading the situation in this
way. As a consequence, each can see itself as engaged in the struggle for liberation and the
pursuit of justice, and thus the Christian faith ends up providing primarily legitimation for the
struggle. Reconciliation is not even attemptedat least not until “our” side has won.49

Jesus is often cited as taking the side of victims (Matt 25:31-46; Luke 14:12-14). Yet
Jesus also confronted those who perceived themselves as being victimized (Matt 7:1-5; 18:15-35;
Luke 19:1-10; John 5:1-14). He never classified people into separate groups where some needed
repentance and others were so virtuous they were exempt. Their respective sins might be
different, but they are equally in need of repentance.
The demand for justice fosters the demand for revenge
The inclination toward revenge is especially inherent in clan-based societies. Arabs and
Jews share a common tribal heritage from the times of the biblical patriarchs characterized by lex
talionisthe law of proportionate vengeance, or ïé‹ò− úç−z− ïé‹ò−, “an eye for an eye” (Exod 21:24;
Deut 19:21), and ìà−b, the kinsman redeemer who was responsible for avenging familial loss of
blood (Num 35:9-34). The Middle East today continues to exhibit cycles of revenge for
perceived offenses.
Within rabbinic Judaism the concept of lex talionis has been reconfigured to a call for
monetary rather than physical compensation.50 Islam makes a similar accommodation but also
permits physical retribution.51 It is within Christianity that we encounter the greatest distance
between lex talionis and vengeance. Jesus confronted the potential for abuse by enjoining an
even higher standard, namely that of “turning the other cheek” when offended, and elevating
giving over receiving (Matt 5:38-42; cf. Rom 12:17-21).
47
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48
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The inclination toward physical revenge is rightly constrained among Israeli and
Palestinian believers. However, demands for justice and positions of silence or mild rebuke in
response to violent actions within their greater ethnic communities can be perceived as their tacit
acceptance.52
True justice originates in and proceeds from the cross of Christ
Jesus affirmed a prioritization of love that was the foundation of the Law, in that our first
love must be for God and our second must be for other people (Matt 22:39; cf Deut 6:5; Lev
19:18; 1 John 4:20). The former is associated with justification and crediting of righteousness
through Christ (2 Cor 5:21), and the latter is associated with acts of righteousness that should
arise from our love of God (Heb 6:10). These acts of righteousness include caring for “the least
of these” (Matt 25:34-46) and the oppressed (Zech 7:10), which altogether can be rightly
characterized as social justice.
It is possible to have the second love without the first, however, and that is the case when
the call is for “justice and only justice.”53 But as Jesus warned the Ephesian church in Revelation
2, that kind of exclusion requires repentance because of the disregard of the first love of God.
And the demand for “only justice” fosters a perpetual quest that cannot be fully satisfied.54 The
recurring message of Scripture is horizontal ministry such as social justice extending outward
from the salvific justice of the cross. John Piper prioritizes the two aspects of justice well by
saying, “churches should labor to relieve suffering in the world, especially eternal suffering.”55
Forgiveness as the basis for reconciliation
The priority of forgiveness varies significantly among people. One view sums up a
dormant value of forgiveness in the region: “There is a willingness to engage in forgiveness, and
the moment there is a sense of optimism for peace, I am confident forgiveness will happen.”56
Another view relegates forgiveness to the very end of a six-step process.57 In contrast, the highly
successful process of reconciliation practiced in South Africa called ubuntu58 assigns the role of
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literally “justice, justice you shall pursue.” The repetition of ÷ã¬öÚ indicates an emphatic or exceptional nature of
the term, but not an exclusionary form that is manifested by inserting “only” between the repeated words. For
discussion on this unique part of speech in Hebrew, see Wilhelm Gesenius, trans. George Wolseley Collins,
Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1898), 416.
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Miroslav Volf, “The Social Meaning of Reconciliation,” Mishkan: A Forum on the Gospel and the Jewish
People 35 (2001), 24.
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John Piper and Justin Taylor, eds., Suffering and the Sovereignty of God (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books,
2006), 224.
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forgiveness to a much higher priority in the process.59
The elevation of forgiveness to the heart of reconciliation is necessary to the realization
of the biblical model in Scripture. God’s message is that “while we were yet sinners, Christ died
for us” (Rom 5:8) and “if you do not forgive others, then your Father will not forgive your
transgressions” (Matt 6:15).
Forgiveness-based reconciliation is a gospel-centered transformation that leads to the
healing of relationships and societies from the inside out. It produces “new creatures in Christ” (2
Cor 5:17) who strive for authentic change in their surrounding culture. It does not neglect issues
of social justice, but includes it within what Volf calls an “overarching framework of
reconciliation.”60 The result is not just spiritual in nature but the satisfaction of having material
and social needs met, like personal freedom, ethnic identity, and economic vitality. The difference
is the manner in which it is derived because instead of it being coerced in a worldly way, it arises
from a willingness to exercise grace and compassion because of having received forgiveness and
a changed heart. Forgiveness, then, is the essential foundation of reconciliation for the following
reasons:
A high regard for forgiveness frees all parties to initiate the process
Reconciliation is uncomplicated when both parties are receptive to the process. But what
if one party resists the practice because of a lack of repentance or the perception of selfinnocence? In this regard, Gregory Jones affirms persistence in reaching out to them. 61
Moreover, Jesus gives no exemption in terms of the number of attempts“seventy times seven”
(Matt 18:22) or the deservedness“love your enemies” (Matt 5:44).
In the Pattaya Covenant study on reconciliation, the issue of initiative is stated well: “In
Biblical understanding, no one party in a historic conflictwhether majority or minority,
powerful or powerless, aggressor or afflictedhas the greater burden to take the first step toward
reconciliation.”62 Rather than becoming embittered because of a perceived lack of
responsiveness by others or experiencing a paralysis of motivation because of a false sense of
self-innocence, it is essential for everyone in situations of conflict to think of themselves as being
needed to initiate reconciliation. For that to occur, both sides need a high regard for forgiveness
and the transformation it brings.
Forgiveness restrains the inclination toward vengeance
Anderson takes the position that, “Reconciliation without forgiveness is impossible.
Conflicts leave emotional scars, and many people bear the pain of wounds inflicted upon them
by others. Most do not know how to let go of the past and forgive them from the heart.” 63 The
59
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corruption of human nature because of sin is revealed in a propensity toward self-interests and
disrespecting the interests of others. Oppression and vengeance are the prime manifestations in
settings of conflict. The corrective measure for the corruption of human nature is the forgiveness
of sin made possible through the atonement of Christ. Thus Volf can assert: “the injustice of
oppression must be fought with the creative ‘injustice’ of forgiveness, not the aping injustice of
revenge.64
Forgiveness is essential in facilitating reconciliation between people groups
In his evaluation of the role of forgiveness in large-scale conflicts, Alan Geyer attests,
“repentance and forgiveness have been and may be the preconditions of reconciliation.”65 This
was clearly the case in South Africa where their Truth and Reconciliation Commission
discovered that the reconciliation that occurred in their country was, in part, the result of “an
astonishing willingness to forgive”66
An approach that begins with changing of individual hearts through forgiveness is able to
lead to the changing of societies, something that will never be accomplished through compulsion
and imposition. Thus the concept of forgiveness must be part of the discussion on each of the
points of contention, especially among believers who value the forgiveness they themselves have
received in Christ.67
MISSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
As an area of practical theology, a missiological approach enables us to investigate the
efficacy of the response of the Church to biblical principles. It seeks to identify points of
commonality and cultural differences that are essential for communication.68 And it seeks to
identify existing social structures that can be adapted for intercultural settings. The sulha process
has the potential for adaptations that will conform to biblical reconciliation. It employs an
intercessor and works toward the elimination of violence, both of which are consistent with
Scripture. In keeping with the attributes of biblical reconciliation, however, it needs a diminished
demand for justice and a stronger emphasis on forgiveness. The key is the role of Christ. Because
“the wages of sin is death” (Rom 6:23), yet he died in our place (2 Cor 5:21; Gal 3:13), the great
64
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sulha (settlement) has already been accomplished and must guide interpersonal applications.
Above all, since the exegesis of Scripture establishes the redeeming work of Christ at the
center of reconciliation, this kind of ministry in the Israeli-Palestinian context necessitates the
active proclamation of the gospel. It is also a call for the greater Christian community to support
existing evangelistic works and to encourage the development of new endeavors.
A measure of reconciliation is already taking place, especially within the boundaries of
Israel. The successes have been consistently marked by the centrality of reconciliation to God
leading to reconciliation between people. An examination of existing ministries shows both
dimensions being addressed:
•

Musalaha is an organization in Jerusalem that conducts desert encounters between
Palestinian and Israeli youth, attempting to build relationships and while discussing
historical narratives and grievances. It also organizes meetings for women, where “The
clear focus was always the unifying fact of the commonality of salvation in Jesus held by
both communities.” 69

•

Jerusalem House of Prayer for All Nations led by Tom Hess, located on the Mount of
Olives, brings Arab and Jewish leaders together for prayer and intercession. Many stories
of reconciliation attribute their success to these convocations.

•

The Annual Forest Meeting is an outdoor gathering of Israeli Messianic Jews and Arab
Christians in the Lavi Forest of the western Galilee for prayer, worship and fellowship,
resulting in realized reconciliation and unity that continues after the event.70

A number of local ministries follow the biblical way of reconciliation:
•

Reuven Berger, Jewish pastor of Kehilat ha’Seh al Har Zion in Jerusalem states, “We
believe that as God fills our hearts with love for each other and we express life in
community, God will enable Jews to bring the gospel to the Arabs and will use the Arabs
to bring the gospel to the Jews.”71

•

Bishara Deeb, Arab leader of Al Hasad in Nazareth presents the gospel and provides
assistance to African refugees. According to Pastor Deeb, “We try to show how people
can live together. We cannot work with Arabs alone or Jews alone, because we are all the
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church together.”72
•

Ofer Amitai, Jewish pastor of Kehilat El-Roii in Jerusalem, asks, “How will we ever
arrive at true reconciliation if we change what the Bible says? . . . We are careful to seek
out ways in which we can demonstrate love, compassion, and grace to our Arab brothers
now, especially to those who are Palestinians, acknowledging their suffering and their
need.73

•

Victor Elias Bahbah, Arab pastor of Fountains of Salvation congregation in Jaffa, admits
being “locked in hatred and a desire to avenge” against Israelis. But when he became
saved through faith in Christ, God took away his hatred.74

•

Belay Birlie, Ethiopian Messianic Jewish pastor in Jerusalem confesses seeing Arabs as
his enemy, “but when I accepted Yeshua as my Savior, He changed my heart towards
them. I repented of my ill feelings towards them. Through forgiveness and healing God
put a great love for them in my heart.”75

•

Naim Khoury, Arab pastor of First Baptist Church in Bethlehem, asserts, “We need to
carry the message of peace, the message of reconciliation to be able to let people know
that Jesus is the only hope. . . . Unless we put God’s word first in our lives we will never
understand what reconciliation is.”76

These real-world situations demonstrate the efficacy of biblical reconciliation and serve
as models for emulation on a broader scale. They share in common the characteristics of
addressing alienated humanity because of sin, taking the initiative of going to one’s neighbor
without regard of who has offended whom, basing their ministry on the forgiveness Christ
brings, emphasizing the proclamation of the gospel, and finding solutions for social needs.
CONCLUSION
Enduring peace and reconciliation comes at a cost, as reflected in the underlying meaning
of íBìLÈ being the safety that comes from a completed transaction.77 Our debt to sin has been
paid “once for all” by Christ as we are told in Hebrews 7:27. Messengers of peace and
reconciliation ought to uphold that message, in spite of the personal price they may be asked to
pay. Anderson links these payments well, saying: “Reconciliation is costly. Our heavenly Father
had to sacrifice His only Son in order for our sins to be forgiven. . . . If you are not willing to
sacrifice something of your time or self, then don’t consider the ministry of reconciliation.”78
This cost can include what Volf calls the “risk of embrace” in which our actions may not
be reciprocated.79 People committed to biblical reconciliation may be considered to have
72
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betrayed their own community and will find resistance on both sides because it does not blindly
adopt the common position of advocacy for one’s own group alone. There may be the price of
physical harm. A poignant example is that of Naim Khoury, who has been shot and his church
has been bombed fourteen times since publicly stating his love for the Jewish people. Yet the
rewards outweigh the risks.
In the midst of a seemingly impossible situation, we have been given a workable solution
in the Word of God, namely to set aside reconciliation as the world gives, to rise up from
indifference, and to make a commitment to reconciliation as Jesus gives. This gospel-centered
transformation starts with individuals becoming reconciled to God and then believing
communities becoming reconciled to each other, thus providing godly motivation for social
justice. One can rightly conclude such an occurrence would be a powerful testimony to the
greater people groups of the Holy Land and even to all peoples on earth. Our only hope for
realizing true peace here in this world is by making a total commitment of submission to the
Prince of Peace, in the same way that he has secured everlasting peace for us in the world to
come.
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